
This report looks at the following areas:

•• Bar types purchased
•• Adult and children bar consumption occasions
•• Experience with various bar types and innovation
•• Anticipated change in bar purchases
•• Concepts, flavors and claims to motivate trial
•• Bar attitudes

95% of consumers 25-34 are purchasing bars this year, an increase of 7% over
last year. Returning responsibilities, for both self and family members, in
addition to stressful inflationary shopping trips that increase the need for
valuable, familiar staples, suggests need among this cohort is at an all-time
high. This audience does not need to be convinced to browse the bar aisle;
rather, the brand challenge is guiding and winning the choice.

Though food and drink prices are weighing heavily on US consumers, bars are
well-positioned to weather the storm. 70% of US adults anticipate buying the
same or more bars in 2023, and a quarter of those attribute the desire to buy
more affordable food as the motivator for increased purchases. Further, over
half see bars as affordable as compared to other snacks and meals (see
Anticipated Change in Bar Purchases), despite prices for some bars exceeding
that of other snacks. Bars are primed to go head-to-head with other
categories to encourage switching behavior.

In order to maintain the perception of value, brands will need to consider the
evolution of nutritional claims. Even as interest rises in functional benefits across
the total food and drink landscape, when connected to bars, those measured
receive less than majority interest. This suggests that consumers have a level of
doubt surrounding the efficacy of these claims in the bar category or are
simply not looking for bars to deliver in that way. Brands must challenge
consumers’ doubts and perceived bar limitations by finding a balance
between proof and simplicity.
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“75% of current bar buyers
anticipate maintaining or
increasing their category
purchases in 2023. However,
the challenge stems from
category crowding that will
further intensify competition.
Brands that can strike the
balance between innovation
and familiarity, while
maintaining great taste, will
come out on top.”
– Sydney Olson, Senior Food
and Drink Analyst
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40% of working US adults follow a hybrid work schedule, and the challenges
that come with hybrid work present a pain point that bars can address.
Planning, shopping and preparing different breakfasts, lunches and snacks for
different locations, needs and times is a heavy mental burden, exasperated by
navigating record-high grocery prices. Bar brands have the opportunity to
relieve this mental fatigue by promoting bars as one product, one purchase,
that meets many occasions.
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at current prices, 2017-27

• Weight loss bars require reframing
Figure 17: Fan chart of total weight loss bars sales, at current
prices, 2017-27
Figure 18: Total US retail sales and forecast of weight loss
bars, at current prices, 2017-27

• Bars are well positioned to weather the inflation storm
Figure 19: Impact of inflation, 2022
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Figure 20: Annual births, 2010-21

• Multi-faceted health definitions
Figure 21: Perceptions of healthy lifestyle behaviors, 2022

• Bars’ role in modern work lives
Figure 22: Work situation, 2022
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Figure 23: Snack, nutrition and performance bars, by leading
companies, rolling 52 weeks 2021 and 2022
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Figure 24: General Mills Snack bar launches/relaunches,
2022
Figure 25: Perceptions of General Mills launches, 2021-22
Figure 26: Multi-outlet sales of snack bars, by leading
companies and brands, rolling 52 weeks 2021 and 2022

• Protein bars for kids drive growth in performance bars
Figure 27: Successful protein bars for kids, 2022
Figure 28: Multi-outlet sales of performance bars, by leading
companies and brands, rolling 52 weeks 2021 and 2022

• Successful nutrition brands balance specific and simple
Figure 29: Successful nutrition bar brands, 2021-22
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Figure 30: Multi-outlet sales of nutrition bars, by leading
companies and brands, rolling 52 weeks 2021 and 2022

• Keto brands defy the trajectory of the weight loss segment
Figure 31: weight loss bar launches – Growing brands, 2022
Figure 32: Multi-outlet sales of weight loss bars, by leading
companies and brands, rolling 52 weeks 2021 and 2022

• Benefit trust comes from benefit focus
Figure 33: Bar launches with brain and mood claims, 2022

• Bars designed for nursing moms
Figure 34: Bars for nursing moms, 2022

• Strengthen the reason to buy chilled bars
Figure 35: Refrigerated/frozen bar launches, by purchase
intent, 2022
Figure 36: Perception of refrigerated/frozen bar launches,
2022

• Trending ingredient: seeds
Figure 37: Percentage of bar launches including seeds, 2022

• Coffee and tea’s best friend
Figure 38: Bar brand coffee and tea posts, 2022

• Consumers flock to nutritional bars
• Expand and highlight the value of bar versatility
• Update the familiar to break purchase patterns
• Seven in 10 will buy the same amount or more in 2023
• Co-branding is a strong 2023 opportunity
• Taste and simplicity will guide 2023 choices

• Nutritional bars offer nutritional insurance
Figure 39: Bar types purchased, 2021-22

• Bar reliance returns for mid-age consumers
Figure 40: Bar purchases, by age, 2021-22

• Use momentum to spotlight other bars
Figure 41: Bar types purchased, 2022

• Streamlined purchases favor nutritional bars
Figure 42: Bar types purchased, repertoire analysis, 2022

• Boost women participation across bar types
Figure 43: Bar types purchased, by gender, 2022

COMPETITIVE STRATEGIES AND MARKET OPPORTUNITIES

THE SNACK, NUTRITION AND PERFORMANCE BAR CONSUMER
– FAST FACTS

TRENDED PURCHASES

BAR TYPE PURCHASED
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• Range to fare well amid inflation
Figure 44: Bar types purchased, by financial situation, 2022

• Reinforce bars as a solution for the whole family
Figure 45: Bar Purchases, for who, 2022

• Continue to evolve versatile bar usage
Figure 46: Adult bar consumption occasions, 2022

• Non-traditional occasions see growth
Figure 47: Adult bar consumption occasions, 2021-22

• Opportunity for meal replacement bars with Generation Z
Figure 48: Adult bar consumption occasions – Any meal
replacement, by generation, 2022

• Extend snack time to parents
Figure 49: Adult bar consumption occasions – Any snack, by
parent status, 2022

• Bars are the new kid treat of choice
Figure 50: Children bar consumption occasions, 2022

• Part of occasions grow
Figure 51: Children bar consumption occasions, 2021-22

• Meeting the needs of large households
Figure 52: Children bar consumption occasions, by number of
children, 2022

• Familiarity, high expectations create challenges
Figure 53: Bar innovation experience, 2022

• Maximizing trending concepts to help minimize overwhelm
Figure 54: Bar innovation experience – Have not purchased,
but interested, 2022

• Reach the largest audience by updating the familiar
Figure 55: Bar innovation experience – Have purchased,
would purchase again, 2022

• Financially healthy consumers view bars through a more
critical lens
Figure 56: Bar innovation experience – Have purchased,
would not purchase again, 2022

• Brand competition will continue to intensify
Figure 57: Future purchase plans, 2022

• Double down on parents

ADULT BAR OCCASIONS

CHILDREN BAR OCCASIONS

EXPERIENCE WITH BAR TYPES AND INNOVATION

ANTICIPATED CHANGE IN BAR PURCHASES
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Figure 58: Future purchase plans, by parent status, 2022
• Growth to be driven by performance and weight loss bars

Figure 59: Future purchase plans, by bar type purchased
2022

• Reasons for buying more are fragmented
Figure 60: Reasons for buying more, 2022

• Bars are gaining traction with women approval
Figure 61: Reasons for buying more, by gender 2022

• Cost cutting will cause the biggest wave in bars
Figure 62: Reasons for buying fewer, 2022

• Flavors and concepts of interest point to partnership
opportunities
Figure 63: Concepts and flavors to encourage purchases,
2022

• Meal replacement bar buyers want more
Figure 64: Concepts and flavors to encourage purchases –
Select concepts/flavors, by bar type purchased 2022

• Generation Z is all in on new concepts
Figure 65: Concepts and flavors to encourage purchases –
Select concepts and flavors, by generation 2022

• Challenge the limit placed on what bars can do
Figure 66: Claims to encourage purchases, 2022

• Parents primed for added benefits
Figure 67: Claims to encourage purchases – Select claims, by
parent status, 2022

• Taste remains a non-negotiable
Figure 68: Attitudes about bars, 2022

• Branding opportunity: simplicity
Figure 69: Attitudes about bars – Select attitudes, 2022

• Men show greater reliance on brand name
Figure 70: Attitudes about bars – Select attitudes, by gender,
2022

• Data sources
• Sales data
• Forecast
• Consumer survey data

REASONS FOR CHANGES IN BAR PURCHASE

CONCEPTS, FLAVORS AND CLAIMS TO MOTIVATE TRIAL

BAR ATTITUDES

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES AND ABBREVIATIONS
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• Abbreviations and terms
• Abbreviations
• Terms

Figure 71: Total US retail sales and forecast of snack, nutrition
and performance bars, at current prices, 2017-27
Figure 72: Total US retail sales and forecast of snack, nutrition
and performance bars, at inflation-adjusted prices, 2017-27
Figure 73: Total US retail sales and forecast of snack, nutrition
and performance bars, by segment, at current prices,
2017-27
Figure 74: Average annual household spending on snack,
nutrition and performance bars, 2017-22
Figure 75: Total US retail sales and forecast of snack bars, at
current prices, 2017-27
Figure 76: Total US retail sales and forecast of snack bars, at
inflation-adjusted prices, 2017-27
Figure 77: Total US retail sales and forecast of performance
bars, at current prices, 2017-27
Figure 78: Total US retail sales and forecast of performance
bars, at inflation-adjusted prices, 2017-27
Figure 79: Total US retail sales and forecast of nutrition bars,
at current prices, 2017-27
Figure 80: Total US retail sales and forecast of nutrition bars,
at inflation-adjusted prices, 2017-27
Figure 81: Total US retail sales and forecast of weight loss
bars, at current prices, 2017-27
Figure 82: Total US retail sales and forecast of weight loss
bars, at inflation-adjusted prices, 2017-27

Figure 83: Multi-outlet sales of snack, nutrition and
performance bars, by leading companies, rolling 52 weeks
2021 and 2022
Figure 84: Multi-outlet sales of snack bars, by leading
companies and brands, rolling 52 weeks 2021 and 2022
Figure 85: Multi-outlet sales of performance bars, by leading
companies and brands, rolling 52 weeks 2021 and 2022
Figure 86: Multi-outlet sales of nutrition bars, by leading
companies and brands, rolling 52 weeks 2021 and 2022
Figure 87: Multi-outlet sales of weight loss bars, by leading
companies and brands, rolling 52 weeks 2021 and 2022

APPENDIX – THE MARKET

APPENDIX –COMPANIES AND BRANDS
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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